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Abstract
Learning progression research has the capability to connect thinking in the education sciences and
geography. Learning progressions provide a map of the various pathways that students take to master a
topic. The aim of this paper is to illustrate significant conceptual ties between learning progressions and
disciplinary geography. Two construct paradigms overlap to form an entryway between educational
and geographic thought: constructivism from education and possibilism within geography. The learning
progression method can form a bridge between the two paradigms. Learning progression research in
geography depends on being able to answer two questions. First, which geographic concepts should be
tracked? Given the ongoing changes in global human-environmental systems, priority could be
dedicated to the topics that stimulate synthesis thinking about the human-environment relationship in
the Anthropocene, or “Age of Humans.” Second, how should geographers track advancement in
learning about human-environment concepts? Learning progression research provides a method to
document multiple aspects of advancement in student learning. But, geographic learning does not exist
solely in the confines of the classroom. Furthermore, school districts vary in the amount and quality of
geography that they allow. New understandings would come from a mixed-methods approach that
addresses geographic understandings by the lifelong learner in the context of both formal and informal
geography education.
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Learning is complicated because it can occur laterally, it can advance, or it can
digress and derail. The learning progression method is a dynamic research process that
tracks the myriad journeys of student learning in a subject (NAS, 2007). For example,
students are likely to take different paths to become more sophisticated in thinking
about human-environment interaction. One student might be able to connect with the
societal processes involved whereas another may identify with a recognized
environmental perception, impact, or hazard.
Learning progression researchers use qualitative and quantitative approaches to
examine how students advance in their understanding (Gunckel, Mohan et al., 2012;
Solem, Huynh, and Boehm, 2015). A significant challenge is accounting for the
multitude of student backgrounds, perspectives, and educational contexts (Black,
Wilson, and Yao, 2011; Furtak, Morrison, and Kroog, 2014; Hammer and Sikorski,
2015). As a result, research on a specific learning progression may take a decade to
fully mature. The commentary that follows points out that learning progression
research emerged from paradigms in education but has translatable qualities for
paradigms in geographic thought. Learning progression research is establishing
stronger intellectual ties between education and geography (Larsen and Harrington, Jr.,
2017, 2018b). This paper presents the ways in which the two realms already coalesce,
and why a stronger relationship would prove beneficial for students as they confront
emerging socio-ecological challenges in the Anthropocene (i.e., the “Age of Humans”).
Formally, learning progression research began in the early 2000s addressing math
and science education (Huynh, Solem, and Bednarz, 2015). Some would argue that
initial learning progression efforts occurred decades before, with the work on
scaffolding (Plumert and Nichols-Whitehead, 1996; Reiser, 2004; Foster and Hund,
2012; Eitel et al., 2013), nested hierarchies (Nuthall, 1999; Gibson and McKay, 2001;
Maxim, 2006), and “learning ladders” or “stepping stones” (O’Connor, 1999;
Yugandhar, 2012). Since 2015, geography education researchers have considered
learning progressions, or geo-progressions, for selected aspects of geographic
knowledge, including maps, geospatial technology, spatial thinking, and place (Huynh,
Solem, and Bednarz, 2015; Solem, Huynh, and Boehm, 2015; Larsen and Harrington,
Jr., 2018a, 2018b).
Learning progression research is not just an important topic for geography educators,
but for the discipline of geography. In geographic thinking, learning progression
research is not paradigm-shifting, but paradigm-affirming. Humanistic geographers in
the 1970s attended to the topic of progression in geographic understanding, drawing
from phenomenological perspectives to evaluate how learners encounter their
environment and how these experiences factor into their sense of place (see R. Hart,
1979; Tuan, 1977). Geographers continue to ask complex questions of contemporary
pedagogy and consider educational systems as a useful base for building theories in
human geography (Thiem, 2009). Learners and their distinctive lifeworlds become the
subjects of geographic inquiry, rather than banal objects being herded through the
educational system (Holloway et al., 2010; Nguyen, Cohen, and Huff, 2017).
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The inherent geographic nature of learning has yet to be fully realized and
appreciated in learning progression research. Applying the learning progression
approach can improve geography education insofar as the research method can be
properly utilized, provided that geographers and education research specialists can
discern which concepts to track (e.g., place, region, and synthesis, or humanenvironment thinking) and how to track the learning of these geographic identities in
humans. Gersmehl and Gersmehl (2007) used advancement in brain research to identify
eight concepts associated with thinking about conditions and connections that
could/should be included in learning progression research. Progress is also needed on
identifying the key concepts associated with advancing learning for the humanenvironment identity within geography.
The Dynamics of Paradigms
Paradigms and learning progressions have at least one thing in common: few people
truly understand them and can identify when they occur. Nonetheless, many consider
them important. A scientific paradigm, in Thomas Kuhn’s (1962) sense, refers to a
commonly accepted approach that many within the global scientific community view as
appropriate to advancing ‘big picture’ knowledge. Paradigms are advantageous because
they free up intellectual energy to move away from theory building and allow
practitioners to embark on the unexplored areas within a subset of a discipline. In the
traditional take on paradigms, a ‘crisis’ occurs when scholars discover a new way of
seeing, one that compels the community to call the old paradigm into question. A
revolution happens when the old paradigm is no longer viewed as the appropriate
mindset for advancing the field. It takes a lot to reach a paradigm shift, and the
transition is rarely easy.
Paradigm conceptualization has expanded to dozens of definitions and types. Three
dominant categories exist and are arranged hierarchically: (1) meta-paradigms represent
the global, ‘big picture’ outlook, (2) sociological paradigms denote significant scientific
advancements, and (3) construct paradigms signify a classic text, method, or research
instrument (Harvey and Holly, 1981). This paper deals primarily with construct
paradigms. In geography’s historiography, a number of construct paradigms have
developed including environmental determinism, possibilism, exceptionalism,
landscape morphology, and spatial organization (Abler, Adams, and Gould, 1971;
Harvey and Holly, 1981; Unwin, 1992). Two or more construct paradigms can exist in
the same discipline, either in competition or in co-existence with one another.
Furthermore, paradigms typically contain four components: (1) exemplars (i.e., one or
multiple major publications), (2) a key term that best represents the paradigm, (3) a
theoretical foundation, and (4) a preferred or dominant set of methods (see Hartshorne,
1939; Harvey and Holly, 1981).
It can be hazardous to compare the structure of scientific paradigms to what is
happening in education. Regardless, similarities exist. Contemporary thinking in
education for K-12 students compares with the paradigm of normal science in the sense
that education consists of a ‘megaconstruct’ – a vast hierarchy of ideas, activities,
research, organizations, and overarching concepts (Abler, Adams, and Gould, 1971).
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Constructivist thinking in K-12 education, for example, represents one salient idea
within a hierarchy. The constructivist megaconstruct also tends to prioritize math,
science, and reading over subfields like the social sciences and geography education.
Learning Progressions as Paradigm-Affirming

In the educational megaconstruct, learning progression research falls under the
constructivist paradigm. Pioneered by Jean Piaget and Lev Vygotsky, constructivism
theorizes that knowledge is built upon and influenced by an individual’s values and
culture, as well as the ability to ‘learn how to learn’ (Gibson and McKay, 2001; Maxim,
2006; see also Paley, 2007; NAS, 2018). Constructivism can be separated into two
subgroups, or exemplars, of thought: (1) cognitive constructivism and (2) social
constructivism. Cognitive constructivism emphasizes the development of the brain in
relation to learning, culture, and experience. Social constructivism stresses the value of
the child’s complex encounters with the classroom environment, family, ethnicity, and
community (Gibson and McKay, 2001). In writing about ideas and relationships in
constructivist learning, Stevens and colleagues (2014, p. 40) identify “definable levels”
of consistency “across multiple knowledge domains.” Learning progression research
can advance progress within cognitive and social constructivist exemplars by
mapping/identifying the development of key concepts at various levels among diverse
student populations.
It would be a mistake for professional geographers to believe that learning
progressions only have implications for K-12 educators. Learning progression research
relates to a fundamental sense of what it means for a student to acquire a distinctive
worldview, navigate their milieu (or social environment), and be a human living in the
world. In geographic thought, learning progressions embody Paul Vidal de la Blache’s
and Lucien Febvre’s paradigm of possibilism, that people learn from and adapt to their
environment through complex daily interactions with nature, social relations, and
meanings (Harvey and Holly, 1981; Unwin, 1992; Sack, 1997; Catling, 2006; Martin,
2015). Possibilism emphasizes human agency and exists in sharp contrast to the causeand-effect thinking of environmental determinism. Possibilism was an important
antecedent to humanistic geography which includes an emphasis on “the thought and
action of human beings and their ability to exert some independent control over their
own destinies” (Cloke et al., 1991, p. 65). Humanistic geography’s goals are to 1) use
humility and empathy to explore what it means to be human and 2) apply that
understanding to better inform people’s interactions with places (Relph, 1981). Yi Fu
Tuan (1977) notes that children’s geographical horizons can expand as they grow.
Learning becomes both an individual and collective process of discovery and sensemaking, a process that happens within and among places. Discovering and
reconceptualizing the terrae incognitae of the world can lead to a progression in
geographic understanding (Wright, 1947).
The capacity for place discovery is central to the possibilist paradigm, and
connection to place has informed how scholars approach geographic and environmental
learning (Tuan, 1974, 1977). In this human and cultural sense, the possibilist paradigm
in geography aligns with the constructivist paradigm in education. The learning
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progression research approach blends these two paradigms. Learning builds with the
construction of knowledge based on the accumulation of previous experiences, and
those experiences have a strong place component. Thus, learning progression research
has the potential to establish deeper connections between education and geographic
thought. Two questions exist: which geographic concepts to track and how to track
them.
Learning Progressions–Which Concepts to Track

First, learning progression research is only as effective as the concepts that track
growth in student awareness.
For learning progression research to advance,
geographers need to help education researchers track geographic concepts that will
improve a student’s ability to navigate their career and civic life—a priority for national
curriculum products like the C3 Framework (NCSS, 2013). The ‘spatial conditions and
connections’ thought constructs from Gersmehl and Gersmehl (2007), which include
‘place’, provide a good starting point. But, in a world of accelerating global change,
ocean and atmospheric warming, and biodiversity loss (Rockström et al., 2009), it also
makes sense to explore learning progressions that document how students come to
understand the importance of human impacts, globalization, synthesis, connecting the
local with the global, and human-environment thinking.
Place, region, and synthesis. The concepts of place and region can help students
think about the synergistic ideas being advocated by scientists, such as the whole being
greater than the sum of the parts, synthesis, complexity, and consilience (Gober, 2000;
Wilson, 1998; Watson, 2016). Places are dynamic, meaningful locales of Earth
systems, human activities, and coupled nature and human interactions (Wilbanks and
Kates, 1999; Gruenewald, 2003). Regions are collections of places with similar
characteristics. Together, place and region represent intellectual devices for interpreting
the complex arrangement of phenomena as a meaningful whole (Mugerauer, 1981;
Seamon, 2018). The Next Generation Science Standards advocate for concepts that
crosscut various scientific and engineering processes, such as patterns; systems and
system models; energy and matter; structure and function; and stability and change
(NGSS Lead States, 2013). While these crosscutting scientific concepts are important,
they lack a robust geographic context and a grounding in how socio-environmental
phenomena function in places and regions. Learning progression research for place and
region could add a local connection to student understanding of synthesis thinking
(Larsen and Harrington, Jr., 2018b).
Geography’s human-environment identity. From the mid-twentieth century to

present, geographers and geography educators have tended to emphasize aspects of the
spatial-chorological identity—space, place, and region—more than the humanenvironment identity (Turner, 2002). While geographers were thinking spatially, the
planet was experiencing a Great Acceleration in the pace of global change. In the
twenty-first century, the Anthropocene concept (i.e., the ‘Age of Humans’) has
increased in use as a transdisciplinary ‘big idea’ for discussing aspects of the planetaryscale transformations happening in the human-environment relationship. The idea of an
Anthropocene was first proposed as a geologic epoch which attempts to establish a time
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in geologic history when humans irreversibly changed the Earth system (Crutzen and
Stoermer, 2000). The Anthropocene concept has since expanded beyond the Earth
sciences and has been addressed by scholars in literary history, biology, geography, and
philosophy, among others (Steffen et al., 2011; Menely and Taylor, 2017; Bjornerud,
2018).
Geographers have been investigating topics addressing the human-environment
relationship well before the informal geologic epoch’s conception in 2000 (Crutzen and
Stoermer, 2000). French geographer Élisée Reclus ([1866] 2013, p. 110) foreshadowed
a day when “the effects of human labor will extend to every point on the surface of the
earth.” According to Murphy (2018, p. 90), “of the traditional disciplines, geography
today is the one that arguably is most centrally concerned with looking at the
interrelations between natural and human processes on the Earth’s surface.” In the
historiography of geography, one can identify Marsh’s (1864) Man and nature,
Thomas’s (1956) Man’s role in changing the face of the Earth, Glacken’s (1967) Traces
on the Rhodian Shore, and Turner et al.’s (1990) The Earth as transformed by human
action. Additionally, Harlan Barrows’s (1923) human ecology and Carl Sauer’s (1925)
morphology of landscape are identified as early twentieth-century human-environment
approaches. Sauer’s historical and cultural approach to understanding humanenvironment connections is a precursor to a contemporary emphasis on traditional
ecological knowledge (TEK). TEK scholars seek to challenge the “Westward, forwardlooking gaze of progress” and demonstrate the broader relevance of indigenous
interactions with and perceptions of the environment (Wildcat, 2009, p. 113). Given
this scholarly tradition within geography, educators should expand learning progression
research beyond the spatial-chorological identity to consider how students progress in
learning about aspects of the human-environment identity (Larsen and Harrington, Jr.,
2018b).
Learning Progressions–How to Track
Learning progressions are tracked according a series of waypoints that mark
students’ advancement from beginner (lower anchor) to advanced (upper anchor)
understandings (Gunckel, Mohan et al., 2012). Mapping threshold moments in student
understanding can inform how learners pass through elusive intermediate sequences,
also known as the “messy middle” (Krajcik, 2011; Huynh and Gotwals, 2015). Once a
specific aspect of geographic knowledge is selected and justified for research on
advancing growth in student knowledge, the second question is how to develop a
learning progression.
Using Discourses to Track Learning

When examining complex socio-environmental issues, education researchers have
developed a variety of methods to assess student progress. Of particular importance is
the discourse approach, which allows for researchers to map student learning by how
effectively students can articulate their thinking about a concept or phenomenon. How
effectively students speak or write about an issue can provide a useful reference for
what they know; a student begins with primary discourse—what they already know
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about a topic—and gains secondary discourses through educational intervention
(Gunckel, Mohan et al., 2012).
Discourse progressions have deep roots in human-environment thinking. One
progression includes transitioning beyond the dualism of a ‘first and second nature’.
First voiced by Cicero in 45 BCE, first nature involves the environment as separate
from people, while second nature refers to the state in which humans transform the
environment (for better or worse) for societal purposes (see Glacken, 1967). Alternative
discourses promote more synergistic, integrated conceptions of how humans and the
environment interrelate (cf. McKibben, 1989; Botkin, 1990; Rockström et al., 2009). In
early modern geography, Alexander von Humboldt (1849, p. 367) claimed that:
language is a part and parcel of the history of the development of mind” and that the
phenomenon emerges through a dialectic among individuals engaging with one another
and with the natural environment.
By virtue of their ability to communicate, humans are permitted to “comprehend
nature, to lift the veil that shrouds her phenomena, and, as it were, submit the results of
observation to the test of reason and of intellect” (Humboldt, 1849, p. 3). Learning
progression research affords the opportunity to trace a holistic transformation in
geographic thinking.
Open-ended, longitudinal assessments and semi-structured interviews have allowed
for the development of learning progerssions for scientific argumentation (Berland and
McNeill, 2010), issues of water quantity and quality in socio-ecological systems
(Gunckel, Covitt et al., 2012), climate change and sea level rise (Breslyn et al., 2016),
energy’s role in carbon transformations within sociological systems (Jin and Anderson,
2012), and ecosystem complexity (Hokayem and Gotwals, 2016). A geographer
entering the realm of learning progression research would encounter a field already
addressing how students comprehend human-environment issues at local, regional, and
global scales.
Addressing informal learning. Learning progression research to-date risks being
preoccupied with cognitive abilities in the confines of the classroom or formal field trip
environment. This reduces the learning experience to the information that is supposed
to be consumed in school. Oriented from a possibilist construct paradigm, geography
education researchers have a chance to apply and expand geographic ideas to improve
learning progression research. For example, geography education’s regular use of
qualitative and mixed-methods research may improve upon how learning progressions
are investigated and developed within K-12 education (see Lidstone and Stoltman,
2008). Innumerable geographic learning interventions exist outside the classroom. The
pioneering work of environmental psychologist Roger Barker (1968; see also Barker
and Wright, 1954), the geographer and author of Children’s experience of place Roger
Hart (1979), and others (e.g., Louv, 2008) point to the need for more holistic, wholechild thinking. A metaphorical ‘Garden of Peace’—that mental state where clarity and
enlightened understandings of today’s meta-issues reside (Wadley, 2008)—may not
materialize within the cloister of the school setting. Students have the capacity to learn
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geography from their community (i.e., a local museum) and not just from the classroom
teacher.
As societies become increasingly mobile, students possess diverse forms of informal
geographic knowledge that can be leveraged in the classroom (Smith, 2007; Larsen and
Harrington, Jr., 2016). Acquiring disciplinary knowledge should be coupled with
students’ attitudes toward the subject matter. Student aspirations are powerful drivers
of learning (C.S. Hart, 2013; Zipin et al., 2015; McCulloch, 2017; Sheldrake, Mujtaba,
and Reiss, 2017). Aspirations are complex socio-cultural phenomena that vary in
length, within and among individuals, and geographic contexts (Somerville, 2013;
Khattab, 2014; Holmberg et al., 2018). Under the combination of constructivist
educational and possibilist geography paradigms, learning progressions are more likely
to succeed when the methods are place-based and give voice to the students’ aspirations
and ideas of their surroundings (see Catling, 2005, 2006). The research should discern
how a child’s geographical horizon expands from local to global as they build on past
activity and acquire new experiences and learning interventions.
Learning progression research assessing acquisition of geographic knowledge also
needs to account for the discipline’s discontinuity and inconsistency in formal K-12
education. Within the United States, geographic ideas are relevant at all grades, but
students do not have the good fortune to have a steady sequence of classes in geography
in K-12 and higher education. Unfortunately, formal instruction in geography is taught
sporadically and in various formats throughout grade levels in each state. Geographic
education scholars criticize how contemporary educational contexts deprive students of
capabilities that will be of value in careers and civic life (Solem, Lambert, and Tani,
2013; Lambert, Solem, and Tani, 2015). The literature on critical geographies of
education has stressed the impacts of socio-cultural barriers to students’ learning
abilities (Lim and Barton, 2010; Nguyen, Cohen, and Huff, 2017; Pini et al., 2017).
Learning progression research offers one way to collect and analyse data that address
the accumulation of geographic knowledge over time. There is a need for in-depth,
wide-angle studies on the development of spatial and human-environment thinking
during the human lifespan. From a possibilist mindset, opportunities abound for
students to engage the world autobiographically, reflecting upon their own interactions
with the environment and how these encounters affected them and their community.
For example, did a transformation occur when a middle school student from Houston,
Texas discovered that class discussion about social consequences of hurricanes could be
witnessed first-hand within her own community? Did a rural Iowan third grader acquire
a more complex understanding of agricultural systems after talking with his
grandparents about how farming practices have changed through time? How could a
high schooler from Flint, Michigan comprehend the vexed concept of environmental
justice by examining the legacy of uneven treatment of municipal water services in the
city?
Learning progression research addressing geographic concepts may benefit from
long-range tracking of the lifelong learner from preschool, through school, to career. To
assist with that task, we may learn much about getting to geography’s ‘upper anchors’
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when we ask professional geographers about both the complex geographic skills and
knowledge they employ on a daily basis and when they ‘got it.’ For example, did
scouting or military service help individuals recognize the power of map reading and
spatial thinking? Did travel as a member of the military or on a family vacation to visit
national parks help with recognition of differences in physical and cultural
environments? This approach, where geographers are asked to think back, would
rightly blur the barriers between formal and informal education. The tactic would also
recontextualize how geographic learning is perceived, enabled, and parameterized.
Coda
‘Progress’ is an imprecise term that can take on a multitude of competing
definitions. From a general standpoint, Reclus ([1905] 2013, 208) described progress as
“the general improvement of humanity throughout history,” emphasizing the
transformation of people’s awareness about their relationship with others and nature. In
advancing a more sustainable future, learning progression researchers must not simply
track student progress in comprehending a topic for its own sake. They ought to
account for how knowledge gained can be applied to enhance student agency to solve
various socio-environmental issues (Peeters, Dirix, and Sterckx, 2013; Pelenc et al.,
2013; Sen, 2013). Possibilism depends upon this notion of human-environment
understanding and capability. Moreover, human capability adds a pragmatic dimension
to constructivism’s ‘learning how to learn.’
Geographers can draw from constructivist and possibilist paradigms to develop
learning progressions for human-environment issues in the Anthropocene.
Constructivism and possibilism complement each other and provide a theoretical basis
from which to examine the paths people take to make sense of topics like environmental
hazards, risk, vulnerability, and resilience; land use and land cover (LULC) change;
political ecology; agroecology; resource management; food and health geographies; and
big ideas in environmental policy and management (see Zimmerer, 2010). Furthermore,
the transformative concept of the Anthropocene suggests a greater need for students to
cultivate a sense of timefulness, a deeper and clearer understanding of the past and its
relationship with the present and future (Bjornerud, 2018). Those realizations can be
charted by exploring relationships among disciplinary content, levels of discourse,
student aspirations, geographic contexts, and types of educational interventions.
The idea of a constructivist learning progression is not revolutionary. Learning
progression research is a key method to understand growth in student thinking that can
combine the educational constructivist and geography possibilist paradigms.
Geography advances as a discipline when its researchers consider alternative
perspectives on how humans acquire and mature in their geographic knowledge, skills,
and perspectives.
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